Errors may occur in different components of language, such as grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary. Errors can occur because people have not internalized the grammar of the second language. This study aimed to get the answer of research problems, namely (1) What kinds of sentence types that are used in short story in “Reform” magazine No (19,2001)?, (2) What kinds of errors in sentence types that are found in the object of the study? and (3) What is the most dominant error that are found in this investigation?.

This thesis used descriptive research design. Besides, the thesis writer used a documentary analysis and selected one short story “When Biruni Remembers It” in “Reform” magazine No (19,2001) as the object of the study. In analyzing the data, the writer investigated the kinds of sentence types based on structure and the kinds of errors in sentence types that are found in the object of the study by taking some steps: (1) Classifying the kinds of sentence types based on structure that are used in short story in “Reform” magazine No (19, 2001), (2) Classifying the kinds of errors in sentence types that are found in short story, (3) Describing the kinds of sentence types based on structure that are found in short story, (4) Describing the kinds of errors in sentence types based on their classification, and (5) Describing the most dominant error in sentence types that is found in short story.

From the research findings and discussions, it can be concluded that all the types of sentence based on structure are used in the short story. They are: two simple sentences, nine compound sentences, seven complex sentences, and threeteen compound complex sentences. All of them are 31 sentences. In addition, in terms of errors, Oshima’s theory was used in this investigation, that is errors of sentence fragments, errors of choppy sentences, and errors of stringy sentences. Based on the result of the data analysis, it is found out that there are two errors of choppy sentences. However, there is no error of sentence fragments or error of stringy sentences. Therefore, it is concluded that the most dominant error is error of choppy sentence.